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es us something better than we take. The .toy of 
simple projection of our joy upon her. but as 
It. “The Joy of God in His own life.” God.
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5 balm. She takes our graves unto herself and 

covers them with flowers, the symbols of the resurrection.
Nature is a ministry of rest, a deep calm Is in the heart 

of Nature. The sun makes no clatter with his fiery hoofs as 
he ascends the sky. and the moon glides on her journey with 
the silence of a silver dream. Nature’s life is at peace, for 
her children never wage a foolish war with her, neither does 

enter lives to make them restless. The peaceful things 
their own peace to restore our hearts, 

us how in the midst of noisy sport 
uld still him for a time into thought- 
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not difficult to account of Nature give of 
flight in this beautiful Wordsworth oft 

world of Nature, for we are part 
of it. Man is the fruit which 
cost all the foregoing 
form and ripen; he is 
and summary of all things. In 
him, the life, which our Creator 
lias put into all things, returns 
to Its Maker. Apart from our 
Intimate connection with Nature, 
the mother of us all, how un

varied are the 
uty; the sum- 
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Into my heart and held me like a dream.”
According to this great poet this peace of Nature Is th. 

Ineffable calm of God's existence speaking to us for our own 
redemption.

The ministry of Nature is a ministry of beauty, exalting 
s as the soul. The "poetry of the earth is never dead. Nature

all on the far gives to every season some beauty of its own. All the gifts
the glassy lake hemmed nf God bring a double blessing, and many gifts in Nature are

in by trees—an emblem of sweet for beauty and for use. The wheat falls to the reaper In
repose; the mighty ocean moved lances of gold, feeding the stml before it feeds the Ijody■
by tempest hanging its waves. Water, too. Is not for use only, but also for ™
with a thunder-like roll, to the Into a diamond spray as it hits the rock in Its dovxnward 
fast-speeding clouds; the soft race on the mountain side. Everywhere beauty Is enthroned
carpet of grass making the earth The commonest piece of grass with its straightness of stem
so fair; spring with its waken- and flowing contrast of its leaves. Is a wonder of loveliness.

stery of life; summer and for what purpose Is this beauty given unless it Is to win 
any flowers of varied us from our meanness and shame us from our sin

colors; autumn with its golden lieauty of Nature speaks to us very much as the
and winter with its crystal infant speaks to the sinner as he ;

mantle of whitest snow; coin and many tints of tailing face. It seems to eay. "From this staSis the delicate scenti of the rose and violet; the thou shouldest still become. What the flower Is Mconsclou
peach*'and pear; the sweet music of the lark as she greets such must thou make thyself consciously, by penitence
the rising sun; the blue dragon fly as It darts like a javelin prayer thou must 
of steel over the reeds in the slough. These are but a few It was by this sweet re
of the glories and voices of Nature, and if we be not blind Wordsworth was redeemed 
and deaf they must fill our hearts with gladness and our lips returning home after a night or 
with praise. It is the palace of the King of kings and. as we when through the vision of a 
wander through its courts we are filled with adoration and r.od was re-
thanksgiving. The soul is satisfied with her loveliness. 8h«* v e a 1 ed to
delights to exalt and gladden us with a spectacle which ,,lm and he
appeals to the lowest and for which the poorest have nothing was -
to pay. , „ .. crated
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around us. a calm and holy religion in the unbreathing things Nature is 
of Nature which man would do well to imitate. It is a sweet ministry
and blessed influence stealing in as It were unawares upon of assimila-
the heart, it comes quietly and without excitement, it is un- tlon. There
trammelled by the creeds and unshadowed by the superstitions is more
of man; it is fresh from the hands of thq author glowing than poetry
Horn the immediate presence which prevades and quickens in those
it it is the poetry of Nature. It Is this which uplifts the lines of

us until it is strong enough to overlook the Russ
•e of our probation; which breaks link after link the Lowell in

binds us to materiality and which opens to our which he
spiritual beauty and holiness.” pictures
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. of rest, of assimilation, and as a teacher.
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